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The following article by "Marilyn IV. Suydam should be of interest 
to all teachers of mathematics. 

A general criticism of mathematics teaching is that it is often 
too abstract, particularly as the student advances throuq:i the grades. 
A good math lab, with manipulatives, can be as valuable and essential 
at the junior high school level as it is at the primary level. 
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In responses to questionnaires, most teachers indicate that 
they believe that manipulative materials (chips, blocks, fraction 
pieces, etc.) should be used for mathematics instruction. Children 
should be involved in the process of doing mathematics, and the use 
of concrete materials is integrally related to the development 
of meaning. As children work with objects and talk about what 
they're doing, they begin to see relationships--to learn mathematics. 

Yet belief is not always translated into action. First-grade 
teachers report rather frequent use of manipulative materials. 
But teachers from grade 2 on indicate less and less use of materials. 

As we are faced with widespread concern about achievement, 
it seems important to consider the evidence from research: 



• Lessons using manipulative materials have a higher 
probability of producing greater mathematics achieve-
ment than do lessons in which such materials are not 
used. This finding presumes that using manipulatives 
is plausible in a lesson--they can't be used with all 
topics or for all purposes. 

Achievement is enhanced across a variety of topics, 
at every grade level K-8,at every achievement level, 
at every ability level. 

• Children need not necessarily manipulate materials 
themselves for all lessons, however. Watching the 
teacher use the materials in a demonstration is some-
times at least as effective. This result may be 
because directing children's attention to important 
mathematical ideas is easier when the teacher is in 
control of the materials. 

Only one caution is needed: not all children need to use manip-
ulatives for the same amount of time. Prolonged use may keep some 
children using procedures too simple and inefficient for them. Concern 
for individual needs must govern the use of manipulative materials. 
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Quotable Quotes 

We all find ourselves in a world we never made. Though 
we get used to the kitchen sink, we do not understand 
the atoms which compose it. The kitchen sink, like 
all the objects surrounding us, is a convenient abstraction. 

Mathematics, on the other hand, is completely the work of 
man. Each theorem, each proof, is the product of the human 
mind. In mathematics all the cards can be put on the table. 
In this sense, mathematics is concrete, whereas the world 
is abstract. -- Sherman K. Stein 
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What's New? 

EXTENDA-MATH. The Peel Board of Education in Mississauga, Ontario, is 
piloting a project called Extenda-Math during the 1983-84 school year. The 
purpose is to extend regular programs K - 8, particularly for students who are 
identified as superior. The material includes three sets of problem-solving 
activities that are specially designed to encourage divergent thinking and 
creativity. The activities, which are packaged for grades K-3, 4-6, and 7-8, 
also include teacher notes and a student record sheet. The material is to be 
finalized by September 1984. 

For more information, contact: Alexander L. Norrie, Coordinator of Mathematics, 
Peel Board of Education, 73 King Street West, Mississauga, ON. L5B 1H5. 

Puzzles, Problems 

1. Mr. Gibb has three sons, Joe, John, and Mark, the sum of whose ages is 
equal to the age of their father. In one year, Mr. Gibb will be twice 
as old as Joe, in two years Mr. Gibb will be three times as old as John, 
and in three years Mr. Gibb will be four times as old as P1ark. How old 
is each of the three sons now? 

2. It takes 90 seconds to walk up an inoperative escalator. The trip takes 
60 seconds when the escalator is working. How long would the trip take 
if the person walked up the moving escalator? 

3. Here is a partial list of Pythagorean 
triples (solutions of XZ + YZ = ZZ) 

Discover the pattern in the list and 
find the next five triples that follow 
the pattern. 

5, 12, 13 
6, 8, 10 
7, 24, 25 
8, 15, 17 
9, 40, 41 
10, 24, 26 
11, 60, 61 

4. Simple sequences -- What comes next? Can you find the next two numbers 
in these sequences? 

(a) 4, 8, 12, ... (e) 32, 16, 8, ... 
(b) 5, 9, 13, .. (f) 121, 12321, 1234321, ... 
(c) 1 1/4, 2 1/2, 3 3/4, ... (g) 3, 4, 6, 9, 
(d) 3, 6, 12, ... 

-- SOLUTIONS ON PAGE 5 
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The NCTM Elementary School 

hard-price offer 
Includes h`TM's Newest Dooksl 

You'll get your money's worth and more when you select one or several titles at 
the regular price. But when you buy the whole collection, you get the materials 
you need at tremendous savings. 
The A rda in Action (1!)83 Yearbook), edirE!d by 
Gwen ShufeR How tc implement NCTM <_ eight rec-
ommendations for this decade in your own Gass-
room your how lo,' from teaching problem solving 
to alning public support for math instruction 1983. 
256 pp . ISBN 0-87353-201-5. M309S4 $14 50 

Activities for Junior Hlgh School snd Middle 
School Mathematics: Readings from Ilia Arithme-
tic T~seher snd the Mathametiee Teacher, edirErd 
by Kenneth E Easterday Loren L Henry and F 
M ugan Simpson Selected activnus conveniently 
organized by Strands incWdmg counting and place 
value. decimals. hactions, and percents probabi6ly 
antl statistics and problem solvingg 798t. 2t8 pp . 
ISBN 0-87353-18A-4, EY 726S4. $8 2:r 

Adlvkles for the Maintenance of Compulstlonal 
Skills end the Discovery of Patterns, by B•,nrnr. 
LdwJ,'er and Dav,d Duncan PracbcEr for middle and 
luniur high SChWI Students in nOnrUutinE• a:awties 
Many number patterns can be discovered from tht 
computator. used. Answers are given. aria payer 
can be easily removed for dupkcauny 1980 96 pp . 
ISBN 0-873531618. N56S4. $4 50 

Bulletin Bard Ideas for EMmsrttary snd Middle 
School MatlrmNka, by Seaton E nigh. Jr your 
bulletin board tasks made easier ggwdelrnes artd 62 
photos. 3t in full color t977 56 pp. ISBN 0 
87353 1 16-7 N62S4, $400 

CNeulatora: Readings from the Arithmetic 
Teacher snd the Mathematks Teacher, edited by 
Bruce C Burt Calculators m the Classroom. from 
rationale to acuwbes 1979. 231 pp . ISBN 0-
67353- t44-2. •294S4. $6.25 

Cumulative Index: The Arithmetic Teseher, 
1954-1973. Indexed t?y author. title and subtect 
1974 i26 pp . ISBN 0 67353-0276. N51S4. $8 40 

Elementary School Matttsmatks: What Parents 
Should Know about Estimation, by Barna~~ Rc•y: 
Emphasizes Thal estimating ~s as imponant for thil-
dren as computing exact answers Teaches parents 
how to give then children practice in this important 
skill t982 t2 pp. ISBN 0.87353202-3. E►374$4. 
$0 95. pkg of 10. N325Sa, $7 50 

Elementary School Mathematke: What Paronts 
Should Know about Problem SolWng, by Barbara 
Heys Tnls book will help parents engage in pruG 
lem~solwng aciwdies wgh children, and the practice 
will give them teething confidence Also encourages 
i r,r~ parent to seek out problems Irom other sources 
and design specific problems to tit the family snua-
hon 1982, 16 pp.. ISBN 087353-203-1. !373$4. 
SO 95 pkp of 10. E1326S4. $7.50 

Mow to Choose snd CnMe Good Problems for 
PHmary ChiMrsn, by DOyal Nelson and Joan Wonh 
Tne material for this book brat appeared in NCTM's 
37th yearbook. Mathematics Learning rn Early Child-
hood. Problems derived from real-world situations 
and events that will make sense to younngg children 
1963. 40 pD . ISBN 0.87353-205.8. E/32454. >r3 00 

I Gn Count the Petals of a blower, by Junn and 
Stacey WaN A lascinatiny. fWl-color picture DOok for 
teaching young chiloren Io count through beautilul 
photographs E.r sowers plus such mathematical 
concepts as evens and odds, primes and tompcs-
ites. and tactbrs 7976. 32 pp ISBN 0-87353-O6t-6 
M77S4. $4 50 

IDEAS ham 1M Arithmetic TeaeMr: Grades 1-1 
Primary, edrrrd by George Immerzeel and Mr/vin L 
Thnnias Second in a senes of "IDEA5 from the 
ARITHMETIC TEACHER, conveniently grouped by 
topic. such as problem sowing. computation. homer 
ation. measurement and ggeometry 1982. 120 pp 
ISBN 0.87353789.2 N279S4 $5 40 

IDEAS from the Arithmetic Teacher: Grades 8-8 
Middle School, edged Gy G,•orgr Irnmerzecl and 
Melvin L. lhumas. lhrtd in the popular ' -IDi-AS 
series Ideas are grouped according to computation 
IratlronS and decimals. number patterns flOwr;h,irtS 
problem Solmng. geometry and metiic measwe 
1962. 140 pp ISBN 0-67353 2007 N3 tOS4 E5 40 

Tfte Mathematical Eduction of Exceptional Chil-
dmn and Youth: An Interdisciplinary Approach, 
edged by Vmrenl J Glennon $P.COntl of ,hf• Coum 
cn's professional reference senes Ten essays eaE.h 
duetted to a pamcular exceptionality (the visuauy 
handicapped the learrnng disabled, the gdted, etc ) 
1981 416 pp . ISBN 0-67353 t 71 ~X. Ey49S4. $19 50 

TM Mathsntstics Laboratory: Reslilrgs from Ute 
Arlthmetle TeacMr, edited by W George Cathcart 
Fong ankles on the what. why. when, and how of tfte 
mathemal~cs laboratory in the elementary school. in-
dexed 7977. 232 pp . ISBN 0 87353-073-X. /8654. 
$6 20 

MathantMks Library: Ebmentary and Junior High 
School, by Marganerr. Montagur WheE er and ('tar 
P/Ite Ethel Hardyrave Lals children's balks related 
to mathematics wdh annotation and grade level lur 
each. a useful purchasing gwde includes publishers 
and addresses Fourth edition 1978. 53 pp.. ISBN 
0-87353-126-4. Er144S4, $4 00 

MuMkWItwN Msihstnetks MaleAs?Is, by Marina C 
Krause A collection nl games and aravd+es ban 
around the world. many of them ceniwies dd. BP 
sides enhancing the mathematics lesson. these 
games can enhance. indmdual stutlenis ethnic iden 
city and expose them to the ethnic heritage OI Others 
Appropriate for grades 1 - 8. only simple readily 
available materials are needed Regions representuct 
include Atnca. Asia, Europe. and the Middle East 
Large lormat (21 5 x 28 cm) 7983. 80 pp . ISBN 
0.87353206-6. M327S4. $500 

Organizing Date and Dealing with Uneertalnty. A 
revised excerpt from Experiences ,n Ma(hemaUcal 
Ideas Vol 2. designed to present probabgrty and 
statistics to children in grades 5-B Perforated 
sheets. 27.5 x 28 cm can be tluplicatE~ for work-
sheets, overhead transparencies and activity mate-
rials 1979. 135pp. ISBN 0-87353-147.6. M251S4, 
$6.25. 

SPECIAL ELEMENTARY OFFER 
One Dopy each of M117 publieatfone Ileted. A value of over itt10 covering the tuN urge of elementary 
school mslhenrstics concerns for only f54. The stock number for this spacial package of 17 books and 
pantplNets Is EMS/084. 
Offer g000 wh4e Supply 18515 or until 1 April 1984 Intlwitlual members receive the usual 20w~ Oiscourn 
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Math Magic 

Here are some tricks with numbers that you can try. /-'after a little practice 
you can try them on your friends. 

A Given Number 

Take a number. Add 10. hultiply by 2. Divide by 4. Subtract 5. 
Pultiply by 2. Your answer is the original number. 

Obtaining Five 

Take a number. Add 14. Multiply by 2. Subtract 8. Divide by 4. Subtract 
one-half the original number. Your answer will be 5. 

Age and Birth Date 

Add 5 to your age. Double it. Multiply by 25. Add your birthday day of the 
month. Double it. Subtract 500. The first two figures are your age; take 
half the last two figures to obtain your birthday date. 

Answers to PUZZLES, PROBLEMS 

1. Joe is 24 years old. John is 15 years old. Mark is 10 years old. 

2. 36 seconds. 

3. The pattern for odd n is (n, (nz-1)/2, (nz+1)/2) and for even n 
(n, (n2-4)/4, (n2+4)/4). The next five triples are: 12, 35, 37/ 
13, 84, 85/ 14, 48, 50/ 15, 113, 113 / 16, 63, 65 

4. Simple Sequences: 

(a) 16, 20. Multiples of 4. An A.P. with a=d=4. 
(b) 17, 21. An A.P, with a=5, d=4. 
(c) 5, 6 1/4. An A.P. with a=d=1 1/4. 
(d) 24, 48. A G.P. with a=3, r=2. 
(e) 4, 2. A G.P. with a=32, r= 1/2. 
(f) 123454321, 12345654321 (Palindromic numbers) 
(g) 18. 24. The differences between consecutive numbers form the 

sequence 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6. 
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